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Abstract. The paper was trying to extract entities from related tweets collected from twitter. This project first collected real-time tweets from twitter searching API with related topic-based hashtags during the death of American black man George Floyd. We then used two approaches to identify the polarities or emotions of each tweets and generated over-time sentiment flow chart in detecting entities. We found that some extreme sentiment score was correlated with some key entities over time. And our adapted NRC-lexicon based approach obtained better results. This paper revealed that public’s sentiment displayed on tweets was generally consistent with the correlated events previously. It might help researchers in predicting or preventing public events in the future.
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1. Introduction

With the rapid development of online social networking, the analyzing of online social networking seems more popular for these decades. Many social networking users prefer to share their emotions such as joy, happiness, sadness, or sorrow on various social networking sites.

With more sharing information and opinions from users as well as the easy access API from various social networks, researchers nowadays can easily gather information to do some enterprise development, public sentiment surveys and customer satisfaction surveys. Sentiment analysis as a method using in social network analyzing, can be applied in different situations. For example, customers can judge a product before purchasing by the sentiment analysis of existing comments. Also, companies could use this sentiment research to find and analyze their brand influence among all their customers. In addition, the government or organizations can utilize this information to detect or prevent illegal issues before happening [1].

The experiment in this article is mainly done with Twitter. Users on twitter can create a short message called tweets, which can always represent different opinions or attitudes towards to various topics.

These years, sentiment analysis is widely applied in many areas in order to promote business sales or as a tool to collect customer’s attitudes toward for later improvements. We are trying to calculate and analyze the sentiment change towards to one topic over time, to find some events or issues happening.
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2. Background

2.1. Online Social Networking and Analysis

With the development of World Wide Web, the social networking seems to be the key part in current internet. However, it is not coming directly from the born of World Wide Web. In Web 2.0, the Internet users become more important in contribution of the Internet. Everybody can be the content generator online, which gives the users brilliant ways to communicate and interact with each other [2, 3].

With the analyzing of social networking graph, researchers can both improve the online system right now and try to find the deeper meaning from the large scale of information provided by online users [4].

2.1.1. Micro Blog and Twitter

Microblogging is an online phenomenon which gains popularity in recent years. It is a short blog or text (usually less than 200 words) to represent the users’ status or lives. The text can be messaged to or interacted with their friends via text message, mobile apps or computer browsers. This type of microblogging service is provided by many companies (e.g., Twitter, Facebook). The most popular microblogging site is Twitter, which has many active users and tweets interacted online everyday [5]. On twitter, users form relationship with following and followed. Following a user means subscribing all the tweets they post. [6].

2.1.2. Sentiment Analysis

Sentiment analysis is a textual information mining based on a given texts. From Liu’s research, the textual information can be categorized into 2 main types: facts and opinions. Facts are always the objective representation from the text, such as the events, activities or entities. Opinions mean the subjective representation from people, such as their sentiment, their mood, even their thought about some topics or entities. From the popularity of search engine, a lot of work about textual information has been done, such as text classification, text mining and natural language processing. Less focus is on the opinion analyzing; however, opinion is one of the most important element when people are judging or deciding. It may not only be used by individuals, but also the government or organizations [3, 7].

Due to the huge changes resulted from internet, the way how people represent their opinion changes a lot. People can easily express their feelings about some topics or events on forums, blogs or social networking sites. Those large amounts of information provide users and researchers a great chance to do the sentiment mining and analyzing work. For instance, if one prefers to buy some products, they can easily check the review or comments from other customers, instead of finding and asking their friends who have bought it before. In additional, with the collection of a large amount of sentiment data, the analyzing work not only give users or researchers great feedback, but also help us to identify or locating specific events about a topic, even it has been proved to complete some prediction work [8,9,10].
3. Related work

With the popularity of micro blog, many different approaches have been applied on the analysis of sentiment mining. However, the sentiment analysis on twitter is different from the sentiment analysis based on a given text, due to the limited length of a given tweet (140 characters), the irregular words in tweets and the creation of internet slang. Then, the data collected should always be cleaned up or processed in advance in order to generate high-quality result [5].

The study conducted by Go et al [11] applying emotion such as “:))” for positive “:(” for negative to classify the data. They first pre-processing the data and then conducted with three standard classifiers: multinomial Naïve Bayes, Maximum Entropy and Support Vector Machine (SVM). The best result is coming from the Maximus Entropy with approximately 83% accuracy with unigram and bigram together.

The approach used above did not identify and manage the neutral sentiment. The experiment did by Pak and Paroubek [12] is trying to improve. They collected the neutral tweets data from different newspaper and magazines, then with the three class NB classifier (positive, negative and neutral), which will be able to detect the neutral words from tweets data. However, this did not achieve an expected result. The accuracy of this experiment only comes to 40%, however, the consideration of neutral would be useful and helpful in future opinion minding work.

From the idea coming from Speriosu et al [13], the sentiment analysis on twitter can be improved with the help of graph theories. They proposed that the combined sentiment label from propagation work can achieve a better accuracy in sentiment analysis [11].

Another research using a two-phased approach has been done by Barbosa and Feng [14]. The two-phases are separated the analyzing process into two steps. First step is to classify the tweets into objective or subjective class. Instead of the n-grams feature, they decided to use two different features “Meta-features” and “Syntax features”.

Additionally, the study from Agarwal et al. [15] shows a comparison of two different models based on their features and kernel trees. From their conclusion, they explored 50 different types of features in the experiment and found that both of their two different models from feature based and kernel tree based are better than the unigram baseline. Also, Kouloumpis [16] has tried to use variety of features such as n-gram features, lexicon features, part-of-speech features and micro-blogging features based on different corpus. The result comes from this experiment demonstrate that the micro-blogging features are clearly useful in sentiment classification of online tweets. However, other features are still required research or experiment.

Araque et al. [17] demonstrated that deep learning approach could be involved into sentiment analysis with the classification of different tweets. Apart from those traditional methods, Xiong [18] revealed a multi-layers sentiment-enriched word embedding methods, which involved asymmetric neutral layers can be greatly efficient in learning process in sentiment analysis. Reis [19] presented a random forest-based approach with the ROC curve and F1 score in detecting fake news online.

3.1. Methodology

The aim of this paper is to analyze the sentiment changes of a specific topic with hashtag in a given period (two weeks after George’s death). With the death of black people George Floyd, there is a huge burst of tweets generated on twitter. The progress is shown...
in Figure 1. We first tried to collect the related tweets from different hashtags such as Floyd, WalkWithUs, BlackLivesMatter etc. in a consecutive period. After analyzing the tweets with our two lexicons (The AFINN-111 and adapted NRC), we then tried to locate the specific events or sentiment burst from the sentiment changes overtime. The dataset used in the experiment is collected through Twitter’s API with specific hashtag related to the topic.

The first step is to obtain the authentication from twitter. From the API correlated application, we can achieve some parameters in order to acquire the permission to collect data. Before the data is then stored in our csv files, we set up the hash tag (eg. WalkWithUs) to search and mine the tweets we expected with the given token.[20]

Data pre-process is done with some cleaning work since there are many noises affecting our result. Data cleaning [21] involves the removal of unnecessary data, such as Html tags, emojis, numbers etc.

After the preparation of raw data, the next step is to analyze and model the data. We first used the polarity-based corpus [13] to identify the sentiment of each tweet overtime. Then generated the charts to show the sentiment flow overtime to identify the burst or events. In this paper, the sentiment extraction was done with two approaches before comparison. One is using AFINN, which is a tweets-based lexicon with sentiment score ranging from -5 to 5. The other is adapted NRC-lexicon, which included 8 different emotional categories.

When the sentiment detection was done, the next step is to generate the sentiment flow over time in the consecutive time-slots. The generated plots of sentiment fluctuation will be generated for us to identify the events.

![Flow chart of the project.](image)

Figure 1. The Flow chart of the project.

4. Implementation and Results

The python was used to create the project. After first collecting data from the twitter API, we obtained the datasets for further sentiment analysis. We chose the Streaming API rather than the REST API, due to the REST one provides short period connection which is difficult to generate the continuous dataset. Then we used lexicon-based approach to analyze the sentiment for each time-slot (every minute). To fairly evaluate our approach, we also included the NRC dictionary to analyze and compare each result, the comparison would help us better insight the efficiency in sentiment output and event extraction [22].
4.1. Lexicon Based Approach for Sentiment Classification

The lexicon provides a series of labeled words or phrases for users to identify and classify the datasets. We conduct the sentiment analysis with the lexicon described above—the AFINN-111 [23]. Due to the flexibility and word-limit of online tweets, it is more suitable to choose a lexicon that constructed based on the tweets before. The AFINN-111 is built by Nielsen with the tweets before, so that it is related to the language and structure of online tweets. AFINN-111 contains 2477 words with labels of sentiment strength from very negative (-5) to very positive (+5). In the experiment process, we apply the lexicon to analyze each tweet over time, and then we can generate the result with sentiment score of each tweet. This score intended to show the polarities of the tweets which can be utilized to monitor the sentiment change or flip over time [25]. The score is obtained from Eq. (1), in which the ps represents the positive score and pn means the number of the tweets, whereas the ns means negative score and nn stands for the number of related tweets.

\[
\text{Sentiment scores} = \frac{\sum \text{ps} \cdot \text{pn} + \text{ns} \cdot \text{nn}}{n}
\]  

The key-word based sentiment classification approach is working in this way: in each tweet, the positive words and negative words found are count. Then by checking these keywords score from the lexicon, we can count the final score of each tweet. If the final score is larger than 0, it means that the positive words are stronger than negative words in the tweet, so that the tweet is positive. By contrast, if the final score is less than 0, which means that the negative words are stronger than the positive words in the tweet, the tweet will be classified as negative. However, if the final score equals 0, it means that this is a neutral tweet or a tie.

5. NRC Word-Emotion Association Lexicon

The NRC Emotion Lexicon is a list of English words classified into 8 different emotions with simply 2 polarized sentiment positive and negative. The positive sentiment contains emotions of anticipation, trust, surprise and joy however the negative sentiment includes anger, fear, sadness and disgust.

The previous lexicon would count the words in the range of different sentiment scores, but due to the limitation of the size, the sentiment extraction would be restrained. However, the NRC Emotion Lexicon [24] is much more widely classified. With 8 different emotions, words and phrases can be better categorize. But it might receive better efficiency by add the factors in determine the polarity of each emotion.

From the related work done by Bandhakavi and Wiratunga [25], we realized that each emotion appeared in varied rates but represent different intensity. We then try to put coefficient for different emotion to receive better processing. We treat anger and disgust as extreme negative emotion by timing the count with 1.2, but sadness and fear as less-negative emotion, then times 0.8. For the positive sentiments, we count joy and anticipation as extreme positive with timing 1.2, but surprise and joy as less-positive with the coefficient 0.8.


\[
\text{Sentiment score} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \text{coefficient} \times \text{count} \times \text{score}}{\text{tweets number}}
\]  

(2)

6. Sentiment Analysis based on the events related to the death of George Floyd

Tweets can always provide sentiment information while in the period or around a specific event. In this paper, we applied our discussed sentiment approaches to analyze the collected dataset and then tried to identify what these polarity information means and what they are associated with different entities [26]. On May 25th 2020, a 46-year-old black man, George Floyd died after officer kneels on his neck in custody. This event then trigger huge discussion on Twitter. We began to collect the tweets associated with this event during the next 2 weeks, and successfully identified the association between the sentiment changes correlated with the follow up events. The sentiment classification in 2 methods are showed in the figure 2. From the NRC-lexicon based approach [24], we identified 3 abnormal peaks in May 29th, June 1st and June 4th respectively. At the first week after George’s death, the general emotional polarity of public is negative, but after June 1st, especially the polarity began to flip to positive on 2nd June mainly because people began to protest peacefully in downtown Houston and government began to take the responsibilities of some issues. The 3 peak polarities are corelated with the events followed:

- May 29th: Officers arrested, charged in Floyd’s death
- June 1st: Family autopsy revealed Floyd was asphyxiated by sustained pressure
- June 4th: Minneapolis memorial service for George Floyd honored his life, called Americans to action

![Figure 2. Sentiment score distribution from NRC approach.](image)

Also, with the specific classification of 8 different emotions (Figure 3), we can then easily identify the tweets score of different categories, and then help us to understand the general public emotions towards the event.

![Figure 3. Categorized tweets in NRC approach.](image)
However, for the traditional lexicon AFINN-111(Figure 4), we still can identify the general trend that from negative gradually flip to positive. But the peak sentiment polarities are not as obvious as the NRC approach. It might due to the limitation amount of sentimental words included or because the words are only classified into 3 categories compared with 8 categories in NRC approach.

![AFINN-111](image)

Figure 4. Sentiment score distribution from AFINN-111 approach.

7. Future Work

Future work will mainly try to deal with scalable amount of data for a specific event instead of the hashtag key words in twitter. While the dimension of data hugely increased to an event, the traditional lexicon-based analysis may be possible to combine with neural network. Apart from that, the coefficient we applied to modify the strength of positive and negative can be adjusted due to the general trends towards the event and it is important to find out the reliable coefficient in handling different issues.

8. Conclusion

We try to use the sentiment polarities in measuring the events happening from online social networking. From the approaches people talk about the events either positively or negatively, we figure out some correlations between the events happened at the same time. Analyzing tweets allowed us to extract related events and sentiment trends around the hot issues such as the public events followed with the death of George Floyd. In this paper, 2 lexicon-based approaches are used to classify the sentiment of our corpus. Moreover, we try to associate the polarities of tweets variation over time with the specific events happened incidentally. This approach of sentiment analysis helps us to extract events based on polarized-opinioned tweets. This may help the government or public organization in preventing the terrorism or avoiding the illegal events or protests in advance.
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